Abstract-The water level and flow of middle and small rivers has been achieved online-monitoring. However, the sediment detection is still in the manual observation. We propose the sediment online-detection system of in flow-water based on image analysis. We capture the underwater images by special camera device, and then transmit images to monitoring centers through channel. Furthermore, we implement special video capture card to preprocess, segment, identify the hydrology image and calculate the sediment of sample. The characteristic of system is image segmentation algorithm based on a wavelet level Markov model, the multi-direction one-dimensional wavelet transformation microscopic image denoising algorithm. We build the preliminary model based on the feature analysis of image. The experiment shows that sediment detection system could get the sediment hydrological of middle and small rivers online and provides a theoretical basis for the sediment detection.
INTRODUCTION
For along time, at home and abroad flow sediment charge is generally measured by a way called "dry weight". This approach from sampling to drying and weighing need three processes, the necessary measurement cycle is long, cumbersome process of detection, labor intensity is large during hydrological sampling, and it is not conducive for sediment data to measure continuous and detect in real-time. With in-depth study of basic theory, scientific and technical personnel at home and abroad has been actively exploring a high-precision measurement of sediment flow method over years, such as conductivity, vibration, photoelectric, ultrasound, isotope and laser. Because of the conditions of temperature, photoelectric penetration, isotope security constraints and other factors, as well as restrictions of the sensitivity of sensors and electronic components, the accuracy of these methods are not ideal, cumbersome method of measurement, a great impact to the scene on objective factors and the need to adjust the scene. As a result of these problems, so far there is no good measurement method.
In view of the above deficiencies, we have proposed the detection system of sediment concentration in flow-water based on image analysis. The system gets video images of mountain rivers cross section by using on-line technique and then proceeds to hydrological analysis of sediment. Using on-line technique to get video images to do measurement studies of mountain river sediment, it's a new ways and means for research and measurement of hydrology and water resources [1] .
II. IMAGE COLLECTION DEVICE
According to the principle of river sediment contents by image monitoring and the definition of river sediment contents and computer image identification technology, through computer vision to simulate vision system of human being and higher than human vision, to determine river sediment contents by analyzing digital images [2] .
The specific program is to adopt CMOS high speed camera to collect sediment image and input to computer through collection cards, using image process software to pre-process, process the images, to get the Eigen value of river sediment image and calculate river sediment contents automatically. The Image collection device is made up of four modules as light source device, image collection device, processing system and display system. The system works as follows, the light send from light source device evenly irradiate on frosted glass of experimental box, to make river sediment flow on it, then collect images by image collection device, and send to image collection card to process and reserve.
III. IMAGE PRE-PROCESS
In the researches of river sediment contents, the purpose of pre-process is to improve the quality of the images and identify images [3] . During the images research, first the collected images should pre-process by format and filter intervene sound, to improve signal-noise ratio.
Sometimes the image information that obtained is weak, and can not identified, as a result an image that can satisfy all the requirements are need. In order to get a clear sediment image, the image should be improved, as recover processing, to recover or reconstruct the degraded image. So the color image should be processed into gray-scale image [4] .
In general, during the image processing and detecting, the brightness of image is the mostly consideration. It means the gray-scale image is the main aim. As the images collected are 24bit true color images, for convenience to the post processing and detecting, the color image must transform into gray-scale image.
According to the RGB colorimetric principles, in the sediment images, the added red, green, and blue color of mixing RGB color model is converted to subtract yellow, blue, purple color of mixing CMY color model, RGB color model and the CMY-based color model relationship as follows:
Glassman's law reflects the reaction of the color through vision depends on the weighted algebraic sum of the threeinput as red, green and blue:
Among, a,b,c are weighted algebraic coefficient.
In the research, the obtained images are true color images, every pixel of the true color image is using 24bit to show the color. Red, green and blue is shown by 8bit, every pixel occupy 4bit in the computer, one of them is empty, just one word, the component can be picked out by using shift operation. Add the brightness of each single color component of the color image, and then calculate the average to get the gray-scale image.
, then the image is gray-scale image. Actually, the gray -scale image is the brightness reaction of each pixel, in the formation above, the brightness value is considered by every sensitive level to all colors of human eyes. As a result, the weighted algebraic coefficient before R, G, and B are different.
IV. IMAGE SEGMENTATION
To aim at hydrographic image, image segmentation algorithm based on a wavelet level Markov model [5] is used, this model through finite general mixture model (FGM) get close to the distribution of the wavelet coefficient, the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is only one special condition; based on the definition of priority model in label field, using Markov model to describe the local effect of label field, he specific expression of label field is given, and overcome he deficiency of independence between wavelet Markov tree model label field, then using Bayes principle, and the reference of recursive segmentation algorithm is given [6] [7] .
In order to segment images, under the condition of the given observation data y s , estimate pixel label x s precisely, then segmentation problem turn into optimization problem by using Bayes estimator.
Where Y is random variable, e(Xs,xs) is consumption function when the actual segmentation xs is different to expectation segmentation Xs, the Bayes estimator by optimizing the mathematical expectation of the consumption function to get the best label s x .
Through the segmentation algorithm of multi-dimension principle of wavelet hieratical Markov model, from rough dimension to the most precise dimension to decide the label of wavelet coefficient, and finish the image, the whole segmentation process can be get [8] .
A. Calculate probability
We calculate each node probability value of the wavelet coefficient from precise dimension to rough dimension as follows.
, move to rougher dimension of the tree
B. Complete segmentation
We complete segmentation from rough dimension to precise dimension as follows.
2) Recursive computation j=j-1, move to more precise dimension of the tree.
3)If j=1, then stop, else turn to step 2 Segmentation process is estimated labeling process, its essence is how to deal with the relationship between the two components, regional component and regional coherence attribute component. Its application to the hydrological image segmentation achieved good results split. As shown in Figure2. Because of wavelet transformation has the multi-resolution analysis characteristic, all has the signal partial characteristic analysis ability on the time and the frequency domain, known as signal analysis microscope [9] . The wavelet threshold in the image denoising, enhancement and so on obtained widespread application . We combine river sediment images characteristics, proposed transform two-dimensional image data from different directions into a one-dimensional image data, carried on wavelet soft threshold denoising to the onedimensional data, can be better to retain the image edge and profile details, finally using this method to carry on the simulation experiments, compare with improvement of soft threshold denoising and Keesook.J. Han proposed the denoising algorithm, verify the validity of the algorithm [10] [11] .
A. The river sediment image denoising algorithm
Image is the two-dimensional data, now nearly all image denoising is uses two-dimensional wavelet processing, the choice of threshold is very important, if the threshold too large, will filter the edge detail as noise; if the threshold too small, the noise could not removed, make the image indistinct. The edge details of river sediment image on the whole image data occupy a very important position. Observe image edge detail information at the micro level, we find that they are formed by the straight line, and the straight line is a directional, but the directivity of noise signal does not obviously. Keesook.J.han [12] found, according to a certain direction two-dimensional image data can transform into one-dimensional data, compared with the direct two-dimensional data processing, not only eliminate the noise, but also maintained the direction border detail characteristic at a large extent. But in this algorithm, only carried on transformation from two-dimensional image to onedimensional on the horizontal and vertical direction, did not consider one-dimensional transformation on diagonal direction, moreover inverse transformation result directly, would make the details of the images edge indistinct. In the onedimensional wavelet threshold filter processing, does not take into account the characteristics that noise figure decreases with the wavelet decomposition increase, uses the unified threshold, caused some useful high frequency details to filter. This paper unifies the characteristic of microscopic image, improved the algorithm, and proposes the multi-direction one-dimensional wavelet transformation microscopic image denoising algorithm.
In improving the algorithm, denoising target is the river sediment microscopic image, the more level of decomposition, the richer range of image integration frequency, but because of lost a lot its low-frequency information, images become very blurred, lost a lot of details, the top integration loses a great amount of information, and cannot restore, therefore the layer of wavelet decomposes should not be too high. To this end, in improving the algorithms, wavelet decomposition chooses 2 levels Image enhancement means that in the image processing selectively upgrade the interested in weight and give up the content not interested in, images can be highlighted in the outline of features to facilitate the machine identification. After the wavelet transformation, the main image information characterized by low-frequency parts, some of the details characterized by high-frequency parts, in the improved algorithm, carry on coefficient enhancement processing, compared to low-frequency part enhancement factor, highfrequency part of the enhancement factor slightly small. Specific algorithm steps are as follows:
• From the horizontal, vertical, diagonal+, diagonal-four directions transfer the two-dimensional image into onedimensional array. Carries on one-dimensional wavelet decomposition with Bior3.7 wavelet function, the decomposition level is 2.
• As the noise factor reduced with the increase of decomposition scale, high-frequency coefficients on different decomposition scales use different threshold processing. Threshold formula such as Formula (8):
c is the variable factor, σ = mad /0.6745, mad is a small-scale wavelet coefficients of absolute variance intermediate quantity, n is the length of onedimensional array, J is the scale of wavelet decomposition ;
• Carries on enhancement processing to high frequency coefficient after the threshold processing. The lowfrequency coefficient choose weighting factor 1.2 carries on the enhancement, the high-frequency coefficient choose weighting factor 0.8 to weaken.
• Carries on one-dimensional wavelet inverse transformation, and transforms one-dimensional array into two-dimensional image.
• Carries on the non-even weight computation to four two-dimensional images (such as formula (9)) to obtain the denoising image.
In wavelet analysis, horizontal and vertical direction component has a great impact on image quality in the visual, while the diagonal direction component relatively has a small impact, so, a , b value is greater than, c , d , values such as formula (10) 
B. The experimental results
Edge detail maintenance ability of river sediment image is an important part of hydrological resources research, the image edge quality have a direct impact on the follow-up image analysis and image understanding. This experiment has confirmed the multi-direction one-dimensional wavelet denoising algorithm in the microscopic image denoising ability and edge detail maintenance ability. In the microscopic image improving soft-thresholding Filter(ISTF) [13] , Multidirectional 1D wavelet denoising(M1WD) to deal with denoising. Its denoising effect as shown in Fig.3(b-d) .Can be seen from the visual, M1WD algorithm denoising capacity is stronger, because in the algorithm, increased image enhancement processing, the macroscopic contours characteristic to be strengthened, moreover also retained the microscopic structure appearance.
Root-mean-square error (MSE), reflects the difference between the image de-noising and the original image; the correlation measure β reflects effect of the image edge maintains, which is defined as follows:
, . , (
X(i , j) and Y(i , j) respectively primary signal and pollution signal denoising output signal.
In the formula X ∆ and X ∆ were the image after the 3 3× approaching operator of Laplacian operator high-pass filter, the greater β value, the better to maintain the edge. When the edge of the best-paternity, β close to 1. From the data shown in Fig.4 , 5, we can see that at the same noise rate, multidirection one-dimensional wavelet denoising compared with other algorithms, has lower MSE value, higher β value, better denoising ability and maintains the edge ability, while when the noise rate is higher than 0.35, the superiority is not obvious, therefore this algorithm is suitable for river sediment-image which noise rate is lower. In order to quantitative analysis of edge detail maintenance ability of two-dimensional image denoising algorithm transformed from one-dimensional wavelet, plans to increase use of bior3. 7 wavelet primary functions to carry on the twodimensional wavelet transformation to the images, decomposition layer is 2, from four one-dimensional direction wavelet transform and two-dimensional wavelet transform to extract high-frequency coefficients Table I is 2-norm value of high-frequency coefficient after the multi-direction onedimensional wavelet denoising and direct two-dimensional wavelet denoising. From the data in the form can get high-frequency wavelet decomposition factor 2 -Norm of one-dimensional direction obviously bigger than two-dimensional wavelet, and highfrequency coefficient norm of one-dimensional wavelet transform higher than the corresponding value of twodimensional wavelet transform value in the same direction, moreover in the one-dimensional horizontal denoising direction, one-dimensional vertical denoising direction, onedimensional diagonal denoising direction, norm is bigger than 20, nearly two times of corresponding two-dimensional denoising. High frequency components of greater norm are rich in marginal details, evidently, if some direction onedimensional denoising processing retains this direction edge detail well, it can inhibit the noise of this direction.
C. Conclusion
Two-dimensional micro-image of Multi-direction onedimensional wavelet denoising algorithm learned the advantages of retain directional edge of one-dimensional array wavelet transform denoising, transform two-dimensional images from the horizontal, vertical, diagonal four directions into one-dimensional array to denoising, after coefficient enhancement processing, inverse Transform to two-dimensional images. As one-dimensional wavelet transform denoising use the threshold method, the continuity of coefficient is poor after the threshold processing, may cause reconstruction signal oscillation, therefore the threshold can be dealt with polynomial interpolation, mold square handling and so on improvements, These issues need to be further discussions.
VI. IMAGE IDENTIFICATION
Sediment image identification is an important research of river sediment contents in the image detective method. It based on image characteristic extract from sediment image, to divide images into one specific kind. As image identification, the information in the primary data of sediment image is large and redundant. It is very low effective to achieve subject identification by using the information directly. Such as, invariant recognition results on the subject's location, direction, size and deformation within a reasonable range is not sensitive [14] .
The subject texture characteristic of river sediment image is uncertain; the nonlinear impact brought by the scatter to the light and absorption during underwater image processing, which cause the bad quality of image and low contrast. So using Euler-hole, angle points, uneven degree as the main basis to identify the underwater objects, at the same time, consider angle points and circle degree as 2 characters, and bring a simple and effective of extraction feature point method [15] [16] .
A. Combined invariant moment
In the mode identification field, the identification of 3d object is usually completed by analyzing 2d digital image. The shape feature of sediment particle image is the main subject of the feature extraction. The moment feature is one of the shape features, and some of the basic 2d shape feature is directly related to moment. The 2d continuant image function f(x,y), which defined on o-xy plane, its (p+q) index exponent mix origin moment define as 
∑∑ ∑∑
Central moment µpq is a measurement of how the grayscale in area R distributed related to gray-scale mass center. If µ20 and µ02 represent the vertical and horizontal inertia moment of R through gray-scale mass center. If µ20 >µ02, then the object could be a horizontal elongated object. As the central moment only has invariance translational, so it can not satisfy the invariance of translation, rotation and proportion to describe the image feature. However, if using the normalized central moments, then the translation, rotation, and a constant proportion of invariant moments can be constructed at the same time, among them, the normalized central moments defined as
In the formula,
According to the definition above, in Reference 2, Hu M K. using 2 index exponent and 3 index exponent central moment to construct 7 invariant moments, as follows: 
In the formula, M1 ～M6 are mirror invariance, and M7 become -M7 during the mirror. These can be implication in subject identification.
B. Feature extract and choose
In order to achieve category identification effectively, the data should be the mostly reflect the category essence of sediment particle changed from original data. The mostly effective data are picked up from a group of candidate feature, to construct 6 eigenvectors for the mostly effective features, as 6 new invariant moments.
Construct a new invariant moment. In the discrete situation, assume (m', n') represent the coordinate of ρ, scale factor of already occurred, which is distortion, then it is related with the coordinate (m,n) of ρ scale factor which never occurred, as follows:
According to the formula above, then 
C. Simulation result
To put he invariant moments of 2d sediment images as identification features, in order to extract eigenvector effectively, take experiment of gray-scale image collected from different subjects separately. At the same time, the various features of each subject were made to statistics; Table Ⅱ is the 6 invariant moments of the samples (300 total). Moment invariant feature of Sand particles four class value is fig.6 . The study makes a great progress and has made valuable results but the application is limited. Video images of mountain water sediment is different from that of normal river, the width of the river is narrow, the captured scenario are various, therefore the different districts of the same picture has various characteristics, which resulted in the images to be separated can hardly been represented by reunification of the probability distribution function. Suspension is consisting of two-phase mixture including the continuous phase from liquid and solid dispersed phase; Its image pixels and silt content are closely related to images in the size and shape, thus identification of sediment flow images need further research.
